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Every great company has an engaged workforce, and nurturing a culture of
engagement is at the heart of great leadership—employees who really care about
their work, their coworkers, and the organization can supercharge a company's
success. But for many years, engagement has been suffering. Gallop reports that
70 percent of employees are not fully engaged on the job. Mark Miller draws on
more than forty years of leadership experience to show leaders at all levels how
to change the conversation and create real competitive advantage in the process.
In the fourth book in Miller's High Performance Series, CEO Blake Brown sets out
to discover how to create the kind of workplace where everyone feels excited to
come to work, passionate about what he or she brings to the company, and
energized at the end of the day. It's a journey that takes him literally all over the
world—from Italy to Greece to Green Bay and more. What he discovers from the
pages of history is as relevant as the evening news. Engagement unleashes
untapped potential buried deep within the hearts of your people. An engaged
workforce is more creative, more driven, and more enthusiastic about reaching
company goals. If you put the lessons in this book to work, your people will never
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look at work, or their leaders, the same way again.
A researcher and consultant burrows deep inside the heads of one modern two-
career couple to examine how each partner processes the workday—revealing
how a more nuanced understanding of the brain can allow us to better organize,
prioritize, recall, and sort our daily lives. Emily and Paul are the parents of two
young children, and professionals with different careers. Emily is the newly
promoted vice president of marketing at a large corporation; Paul works from
home or from clients' offices as an independent IT consultant. Their days are
filled with a bewildering blizzard of emails, phone calls, more emails, meetings,
projects, proposals, and plans. Just staying ahead of the storm has become a
seemingly insurmountable task. In Your Brain at Work, Dr. David Rock goes
inside Emily and Paul's brains to see how they function as each attempts to sort,
prioritize, organize, and act on the vast quantities of information they receive in
one typical day. Dr. Rock is an expert on how the brain functions in a work
setting. By analyzing what is going on in their heads, he offers solutions Emily
and Paul (and all of us) can use to survive and thrive in today's hyperbusy work
environment—and still feel energized and accomplished at the end of the day. In
Your Brain at Work, Dr. Rock explores issues such as: why our brains feel so
taxed, and how to maximize our mental resources why it's so hard to focus, and
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how to better manage distractions how to maximize the chance of finding insights
to solve seemingly insurmountable problems how to keep your cool in any
situation, so that you can make the best decisions possible how to collaborate
more effectively with others why providing feedback is so difficult, and how to
make it easier how to be more effective at changing other people's behavior and
much more.
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive reactions
white people have when their assumptions about race are challenged, and how
these reactions maintain racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and beautiful
book” (Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates
the phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to understand racism as a
practice not restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to the
defensive moves that white people make when challenged racially, white fragility
is characterized by emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors
including argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in turn, function to
reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent any meaningful cross-racial
dialogue. In this in-depth exploration, DiAngelo examines how white fragility
develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what we can do to engage more
constructively.
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The bestselling author of Mental Toughness Training for Sports uses a practical
step-by-step approach that combines mental and physical conditioning with the
latest scientific advances in nutrition to create mind-body synergy that will help
readers reinforce their immune systems, build energy levels, and toughen
themselves up all around.
The Power of Interest for Motivation and Engagement describes the benefits of
interest for people of all ages. Using case material as illustrations, the volume
explains that interest can be supported to develop, and that the development of a
person's interest is always motivating and results in meaningful engagement.
This volume is written for people who would like to know more about the power of
their interests and how they could develop them: students who want to be
engaged, educators and parents wondering about how to facilitate motivation,
business people focusing on ways in which they could engage their employees
and associates, policy-makers whose recognition of the power of interest may
lead to changes resulting in a new focus supporting interest development for
schools, out of school activity, industry, and business, and researchers studying
learning and motivation. It draws on research in cognitive, developmental,
educational, and social psychology, as well as in the learning sciences, and
neuroscience to demonstrate that there is power for everyone in leveraging
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interest for motivation and engagement.
Four forms of energy pulse through each of us at all times: physical, emotional,
mental and spiritual. To thrive, we must recruit all four of these energies in the
service of a specific mission. To be fully engaged means to be physically
energized, emotially engaged, mentally focused, and spiritually vested. Jim Loehr
and Tony Schwartz draw on 30 years of research and experience with thousands
of world-class atheletes, FBI hostage rescue teams, emergency service workers,
and corporate executives who must sustain high performance in the face of
pressure. In this book they offer their precise understanding of how to help
individuals and organizations manage energy to drive full engagement -- along
with a step-by step programme to make that happen.
From leadership expert Dr. Jim Loehr, strengthen your moral and ethical
character for outstanding leadership results with this must-have set. Leading with
Character: 10 Minutes a Day to a Brilliant Legacy At the end of your life, how are
you likely to be remembered? Chances are that people won’t be praising your
money, power, and status. Instead, the people you’ve impacted will remember
you for your compassion and personal strength—in short, your character.
Unfortunately, many leaders are unaware of their character shortcomings and
blind spots that hold so many of us back from building the lasting legacy we are
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capable of. With the right motivation, you can begin to strengthen your character
and become a moral and ethical leader capable of creating lasting change. In
Leading with Character: 10 Minutes a Day to a Brilliant Legacy, Dr. Jim Loehr,
cofounder of the Johnson & Johnson Human Performance Institute, reveals 50
character competencies that you can practice daily to transform your life and
work. This book will also guide you through the process of developing a Personal
Credo that will serve as your decision-making mission statement. Most leaders
never take the time to identify their own core values, instead defaulting to a
reflexive form of decision making. Gain an awareness of the conscious and
unconscious processes that guide what you do and why you do it, and take
charge of your leadership legacy. Even good leaders are vulnerable to
corruption. Read Leading with Character to learn how human evolution and
contemporary culture can lead us astray without our even knowing it. As we work
hard to get to the top, who are we becoming along the way? If we want to
become heroes whose memories will long outlast us, we need to channel our
energy into creating habits that will add up to a strong and meaningful character.
The Personal Credo Journal: A Companion to Leading with Character We all
want to become high impact leaders with a robust ethical and moral character,
but getting there is a challenge. Dr. Jim Loehr’s Leading with Character offers a
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succinct plan for developing your character as a leader and building a meaningful
legacy through your life’s work. The Personal Credo Journal is a day-by-day
workbook that will guide you through the process of identifying your core values
and crafting your Personal Credo—a statement of beliefs and values that will help
you align every action and decision with your deepest held ideals. With these
activities and exercises, you’ll spend just a few minutes each day reflecting on
meaningful and thought-provoking prompts about your life story, your personal
strengths and weaknesses, and your life goals. By the end of this life-altering,
150-day challenge, you will have gained a deep self-knowledge and a clear
vision of your path forward as a leader. Take charge of the legacy you’ll leave
behind, build character, and learn to use your Personal Credo to transform your
life.
In this Hugo Award–winning alternative history classic—the basis for the Amazon
Original series—the United States lost World War II and was subsequently divided
between the Germans in the East and the Japanese in the West. It’s America in
1962. Slavery is legal once again. The few Jews who still survive hide under
assumed names. In this world, we meet characters like Frank Frink, a dealer of
counterfeit Americana who is himself hiding his Jewish ancestry; Nobusuke
Tagomi, the Japanese trade minister in San Francisco, unsure of his standing
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within the bureaucracy and Japan's with Germany; and Juliana Frink, Frank's ex-
wife, who may be more important than she realizes. These seemingly disparate
characters gradually realize their connections to each other just as they realize
that something is not quite right about their world. And it seems as though the
answers might lie with Hawthorne Abendsen, a mysterious and reclusive author,
whose best-selling novel describes a world in which the US won the War... The
Man in the High Castle is Dick at his best, giving readers a harrowing vision of
the world that almost was. “The single most resonant and carefully imagined
book of Dick’s career.” —New York Times
"... a curriculum geared toward helping students gain skills in consciously regulating their
actions, which in turn leads to increased control and problem solving abilities. Using a cognitive
behavior approach, the curriculum's learning activities are designed to help students recognize
when they are in different states called "zones," with each of four zones represented by a
different color. In the activities, students also learn how to use strategies or tools to stay in a
zone or move from one to another. Students explore calming techniques, cognitive strategies,
and sensory supports so they will have a toolbox of methods to use to move between zones.
To deepen students' understanding of how to self-regulate, the lessons set out to teach
students these skills: how to read others' facial expressions and recognize a broader range of
emotions, perspective about how others see and react to their behavior, insight into events that
trigger their less regulated states, and when and how to use tools and problem solving skills.
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The curriculum's learning activities are presented in 18 lessons. To reinforce the concepts
being taught, each lesson includes probing questions to discuss and instructions for one or
more learning activities. Many lessons offer extension activities and ways to adapt the activity
for individual student needs. The curriculum also includes worksheets, other handouts, and
visuals to display and share. These can be photocopied from this book or printed from the
accompanying CD."--Publisher's website.
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas of a big
book in less than 30 minutes. As you read this summary, you will discover that charisma is a
factor of success. You will also discover : that it is possible to learn how to become influential;
that only a positive influence is really effective; that your success depends on listening and
understanding the needs of others; that you will always be the primary beneficiary of your
ability to focus on others; that your charisma can also lead others to their own success. Why
become a person of influence? Because, unless you live on a desert island, you spend your
life in contact with others. For the exchange between beings to be effective, it must be
favorable to all. Do you want to motivate your employees on a long-term basis? Do you want to
broaden your customer base? or do you want to promote your child's development? It is by
becoming the driving force behind a win-win contact with the people around you that you will
be able to achieve your goals. So, this is surely the right time to learn how to become a person
of influence! *Buy now the summary of this book for the modest price of a cup of coffee!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE
BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER Recommended by Entertainment
Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1 Library Reads Pick—October 2020
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#1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month
Club A “Best Of” Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon Editors * NPR *
Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * Lambda
Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy
Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News
* SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of
The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York
Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying tour de force. A Life No One Will
Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a
young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by
everyone she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling
adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young
woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes
when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a hidden bookstore and
he remembers her name. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A personal energy training program outlines strategies on how to prevent burnout and improve
productivity, discussing such areas as how to work with four key sources of energy, balancing
stress and recovery, expanding capacity, and implementing positive routines. Reprint. 60,000
first printing.
A look at how new technologies can be put to use in the creation of a more just society.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is not likely to make humans redundant. Nor will it create
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superintelligence anytime soon. But it will make huge advances in the next two decades,
revolutionize medicine, entertainment, and transport, transform jobs and markets, and vastly
increase the amount of information that governments and companies have about individuals.
AI for Good leads off with economist and best-selling author Daron Acemoglu, who argues that
there are reasons to be concerned about these developments. AI research today pays too
much attention to the technological hurtles ahead without enough attention to its disruptive
effects on the fabric of society: displacing workers while failing to create new opportunities for
them and threatening to undermine democratic governance itself. But the direction of AI
development is not preordained. Acemoglu argues for its potential to create shared prosperity
and bolster democratic freedoms. But directing it to that task will take great effort: It will require
new funding and regulation, new norms and priorities for developers themselves, and
regulations over new technologies and their applications. At the intersection of technology and
economic justice, this book will bring together experts--economists, legal scholars, policy
makers, and developers--to debate these challenges and consider what steps tech companies
can do take to ensure the advancement of AI does not further diminish economic prospects of
the most vulnerable groups of population.
Olivier Roland offers an inspiring road map to help readers get more out of life as an 'Intelligent
Rebel' and find success and fulfilment by breaking out of the system. Do you dream of a less
stressful life? Break out of the system, embrace your purpose and shape your own journey to
success and fulfilment. We're not designed for a one-size-fits-all education or lifestyle-so why
not choose a path where you can make your own rules, follow your passions, and live a
rewarding, purpose-fueled life? Breaking out of the "system" and becoming an entrepreneur or
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a creator can be daunting, but with this step-by-step guide to taking charge of your life,
realizing your individual potential, and building a sustainable business with minimal risk, you'll
discover that the way of the intelligent rebel is ultimately a path to freedom and self-realization.
You'll learn how to: • navigate the limitations of traditional education to learn effectively •
create a viable and sustainable business that serves your lifestyle • implement cutting-edge
business tools and strategies for success • start your business part-time, even if you have a
job or studies • hack your self-led learning with revolutionary techniques • embrace your
purpose and live with happiness and freedom
Outlines a strategy for personal success that explains how readers can adjust the telling of
their life stories to promote goals and change how they are seen by others. By the author of
The Power of Full Engagement. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
"Fascinating.... Lays a foundation for understanding human history."—Bill Gates In this "artful,
informative, and delightful" (William H. McNeill, New York Review of Books) book, Jared
Diamond convincingly argues that geographical and environmental factors shaped the modern
world. Societies that had had a head start in food production advanced beyond the hunter-
gatherer stage, and then developed religion --as well as nasty germs and potent weapons of
war --and adventured on sea and land to conquer and decimate preliterate cultures. A major
advance in our understanding of human societies, Guns, Germs, and Steel chronicles the way
that the modern world came to be and stunningly dismantles racially based theories of human
history. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, the Phi Beta Kappa Award in Science, the Rhone-Poulenc
Prize, and the Commonwealth club of California's Gold Medal.
Have you ever met someone with the perfect job? To the outside observer, it seems like
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they've won the career lottery—that by some stroke of luck or circumstance they've found the
one thing they love so much that it doesn't even feel like work—and they're getting paid well to
do it. In reality, their good fortune has nothing to do with chance. There’s a method for finding
your perfect job, and Chris Guillebeau, the bestselling author of The $100 Startup, has created
a practical guide for how to do it—whether within a traditional company or business, or by
striking out on your own. Finding the work you were “born to do” isn’t just about discovering
your passion. Doing what brings you joy is great, but if you aren’t earning a living, it’s a
hobby, not a career. And those who jump out of bed excited to go to work every morning don’t
just have jobs that turn their passions into paychecks. They have jobs where they also can lose
themselves for hours in the flow of meaningful work. This intersection of joy, money, and flow
is what Guillebeau will help you find in this book. Through inspiring stories of those who have
successfully landed their dream career, as well as actionable tools, exercises, and thought
experiments, he’ll guide you through today’s vast menu of career options to discover the work
perfectly suited to your unique interests, skills, and experiences. You’ll learn how to: • Hack
the job of your dreams within a traditional organization by making it work for you • Find not
only your ideal work but also your ideal working conditions • Create plans that will allow you to
take smarter career risks and “beat the house” every time • Start a profitable “side hustle”
and earn extra cash on top of your primary stream of income • Escape the prison of working
for someone else and build a mini-empire as an entrepreneur • Become a rock star at any
creative endeavor by creating a loyal base of fans and followers Whichever path you choose,
this book will show you how to find that one job or career that feels so right, it’s like you were
born to do it.
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The Power of Full EngagementManaging Energy, Not Time, Is the Key to High Performance
and Personal RenewalSimon and Schuster
renowned motivational coach of world-class athletes turns his attention to those in the
corporate world. In Stress for Success, business people get a practical, performance-based
program to strengthen their physical, mental and emotional resilience. Loehr's 30-day program
shows readers how to gradually make the kind of personal lifestyle changes that bring about
the kind of high-level performance demanded of people at every level of the corporation. From
the Hardcover edition.
A searing indictment of global finance, exploring how the banking sector grew from a supporter
of business to the biggest business in the world, and showing how societies might fight against
financial hegemony Financial journalist Nicholas Shaxson first made his reputation studying
the “resource curse,” seeing first-hand the disastrous economic and societal effects of the
discovery of oil in Angola. He then gained prominence as an expert on tax havens, revealing
the dark corners of that world long before the scandals of the Panama and Paradise Papers.
Now, in The Finance Curse, revised with chapters exclusive to this American edition, he takes
us on a terrifying journey through the world economy, exposing tax havens, monopolists,
megabanks, private equity firms, Eurobond traders, lobbyists, and a menagerie of scoundrels
quietly financializing our entire society, hurting both business and individuals. Shaxson shows
we got here, telling the story of how finance re-engineered the global economic order in the
last half-century, with the aim not of creating wealth but extracting it from the underlying
economy. Under the twin gospels of “national competitiveness” and “shareholder value,”
megabanks and financialized corporations have provoked a race to the bottom between states
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to provide the most subsidized environment for big business, have encouraged a brain drain
into finance, and have fostered instability, inequality, and turned a blind eye to the spoils of
organized crime. From Ireland to Iowa, Shaxson shows the insidious effects of financialization
on our politics and on communities who were promised paradise but got poverty wages
instead. We need a strong financial system—but when it grows too big it becomes a monster.
The Finance Curse is the explosive story of how finance got a stranglehold on society, and
reveals how we might release ourselves from its grasp.
Shows how executives can achieve optimum success at work by focusing on a program
advocating self-improvement through mental and physical fitness
From the author of Mental Toughness Training for Sports comes a collection of columns
written for World Tennis magazine on playing "the mental game".
Based on seven principles given to Coach Wooden by his father, this book helps the reader
discover how to be successful and a person of character and integrity.
The first-ever full reckoning with Marvel Comics’ interconnected, half-million-page story, a
revelatory guide to the “epic of epics”—and to the past sixty years of American culture—from a
beloved authority on the subject who read all 27,000+ Marvel superhero comics and lived to
tell the tale “Brilliant, eccentric, moving and wholly wonderful. . . . Wolk proves to be the
perfect guide for this type of adventure: nimble, learned, funny and sincere. . . . All of the
Marvels is magnificently marvelous. Wolk’s work will invite many more alliterative superlatives.
It deserves them all.” —Junot Díaz, New York Times Book Review The superhero comic books
that Marvel Comics has published since 1961 are, as Douglas Wolk notes, the longest
continuous, self-contained work of fiction ever created: over half a million pages to date, and
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still growing. The Marvel story is a gigantic mountain smack in the middle of contemporary
culture. Thousands of writers and artists have contributed to it. Everyone recognizes its
protagonists: Spider-Man, the Avengers, the X-Men. Eighteen of the hundred highest-grossing
movies of all time are based on parts of it. Yet not even the people telling the story have read
the whole thing—nobody’s supposed to. So, of course, that’s what Wolk did: he read all
27,000+ comics that make up the Marvel Universe thus far, from Alpha Flight to Omega the
Unknown. And then he made sense of it—seeing into the ever-expanding story, in its parts and
as a whole, and seeing through it, as a prism through which to view the landscape of American
culture. In Wolk’s hands, the mammoth Marvel narrative becomes a fun-house-mirror history
of the past sixty years, from the atomic night terrors of the Cold War to the technocracy and
political division of the present day—a boisterous, tragicomic, magnificently filigreed epic about
power and ethics, set in a world transformed by wonders. As a work of cultural exegesis, this is
sneakily significant, even a landmark; it’s also ludicrously fun. Wolk sees fascinating
patterns—the rise and fall of particular cultural aspirations, and of the storytelling modes that
conveyed them. He observes the Marvel story’s progressive visions and its painful
stereotypes, its patches of woeful hackwork and stretches of luminous creativity, and the way it
all feeds into a potent cosmology that echoes our deepest hopes and fears. This is a huge
treat for Marvel fans, but it’s also a revelation for readers who don’t know Doctor Strange from
Doctor Doom. Here, truly, are all of the marvels.
Achieve a fully engaged workforce What if every single employee-every single
one-worked in their dream job, utilized their best talents, worked with an
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inspirational leader and was fully engaged in their role? For companies, this
scenario leads to breakthroughs in productivity, customer service, profitability,
and shareholder value. For individuals, it means better health, stronger
relationships with family and friends, and greater happiness. We sketches the
landscape of today's changing job environment and gives managers and
individual employees alike a road map to full engagement. Anchored with specific
metrics, based on studies of 2 million people, includes engagement, retention,
customer loyalty, and profitability Scientific research and academic insights are
translated into actionable steps Authors have extensive experience in cutting-
edge human resources solutions Achieve breakthrough results for yourself and
your organization with the power of full engagement from We.
Seeking meaning in everyday life, a journalist records his search, creating a
guide to the best techniques for self-discovery, a social history of the
consciousness movement, and a journey to the center of the soul
The ultimate guide for anyone wondering how President Joe Biden will respond
to the COVID-19 pandemic—all his plans, goals, and executive orders in response
to the coronavirus crisis. Shortly after being inaugurated as the 46th President of
the United States, Joe Biden and his administration released this 200 page guide
detailing his plans to respond to the coronavirus pandemic. The National Strategy
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for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic Preparedness breaks down seven
crucial goals of President Joe Biden's administration with regards to the
coronavirus pandemic: 1. Restore trust with the American people. 2. Mount a
safe, effective, and comprehensive vaccination campaign. 3. Mitigate spread
through expanding masking, testing, data, treatments, health care workforce, and
clear public health standards. 4. Immediately expand emergency relief and
exercise the Defense Production Act. 5. Safely reopen schools, businesses, and
travel while protecting workers. 6. Protect those most at risk and advance equity,
including across racial, ethnic and rural/urban lines. 7. Restore U.S. leadership
globally and build better preparedness for future threats. Each of these goals are
explained and detailed in the book, with evidence about the current
circumstances and how we got here, as well as plans and concrete steps to
achieve each goal. Also included is the full text of the many Executive Orders
that will be issued by President Biden to achieve each of these goals. The
National Strategy for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic Preparedness is
required reading for anyone interested in or concerned about the COVID-19
pandemic and its effects on American society.
The conditioning begins early in our lives. Great achievements will bring lasting
happiness and fulfillment; great achievements form the bedrock of stable self-
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esteem and strong character; great achievements will become the foundation for
a successful life. If these well-intentioned promises are true, why does winning
never seem to be enough? In The Only Way to Win, Jim Loehr draws upon two
decades of work with Fortune 500 executives; world-class athletes such as
Monica Seles, Dan Jansen, and Eric Lindros; and other high achievers at the
Human Performance Institute (HPI) to reveal surprising insights about
achievement motivation. Specifically, Loehr finds that the blind pursuit of external
achievement often results in emptiness, addiction, and, ironically, poor
performance. It’s not really about what you achieve, he argues, it’s about who
you become as a consequence of the chase. From the bestselling author of On
Form, comes a compelling, practical, and hopeful read filled with relatable stories
and useful exercises. The Only Way to Win will serve as a powerful wake-up call
for business leaders, employees, teachers, and coaches. It will also provide
inspiration for readers looking to perform better, achieve more, and change both
their own lives and those of the people they influence.
College Algebra provides a comprehensive exploration of algebraic principles
and meets scope and sequence requirements for a typical introductory algebra
course. The modular approach and richness of content ensure that the book
meets the needs of a variety of courses. The text and images in this textbook are
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grayscale.
Offers a broad view of leadership and shareholder value based onmultiple
business disciplines In Why the Bottom Line Isn't! authors Dave Ulrichand Norm
Smallwood argue that sustainable shareholder value comesincreasingly from
assets not accounted for on an organization'sbalance sheet. These assets
include a company's reputation, itsability to attract talent, and its ability to react
quickly to newopportunities in the marketplace. Why the Bottom LineIsn't!
harnesses research from a number of disciplinesincluding human resources,
finance, and leadership to establish ahierarchy of such intangibles. The authors
extrapolate from theseintangibles to establish leadership tools that will help
createsustainable shareholder value. The book offers a broad,
expansiveperspective on leadership while eschewing convoluted theory
forconcrete practice. Dave Ulrich, Ph.D., (DOU@UMICH.EDU) has been listed
byBusinessWeek as the top "guru" in management education. He hasco-
authored 10 books and over 100 articles, serves on the Board ofDirectors of
Herman Miller, and has consulted with over half of theFortune 200 companies.
He is currently on professional leave asProfessor at the University of Michigan to
serve as MissionPresident for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
inMontreal. Norm Smallwood (nsmallwood@rbl.net) is co-founder ofResults-
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Based Leadership (www.rbl.net), which provides educationand consulting
services based on this book as well as the ideas inResults-Based Leadership:
How Leaders Build the Business andImprove the Bottom Line, which he co-
authored with Ulrich. He hasled leadership development, business strategy,
organizationcapability, change management, and HR projects for a wide varietyof
clients spanning multiple industries.
A fresh, effective, and enduring way to lead—starting with your next interaction
Most leaders feel the inevitable interruptions in their jam-packed days are
troublesome. But in TouchPoints, Conant and Norgaard argue that these—and
every point of contact with other people—are overlooked opportunities for leaders
to increase their impact and promote their organization's strategy and values.
Through previously untold stories from Conant's tenure as CEO of Campbell
Soup Company and Norgaard's vast consulting experience, the authors show
that a leader's impact and legacy are built through hundreds, even thousands, of
interactive moments in time. The good news is that anyone can develop
"TouchPoint" mastery by focusing on three essential components: head, heart,
and hands. TouchPoints speaks to the theory and craft of leadership, promoting
a balanced presence of rational, authentic, active, and wise leadership practices.
Leadership mastery in the smallest and otherwise ordinary moments can
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transform aimless activity in individuals and entropy in organizations into focused
energy—one magical moment at a time.
Revised and Updated, Featuring a New Case Study How do successful
companies create products people can’t put down? Why do some products
capture widespread attention while others flop? What makes us engage with
certain products out of sheer habit? Is there a pattern underlying how
technologies hook us? Nir Eyal answers these questions (and many more) by
explaining the Hook Model—a four-step process embedded into the products of
many successful companies to subtly encourage customer behavior. Through
consecutive “hook cycles,” these products reach their ultimate goal of bringing
users back again and again without depending on costly advertising or
aggressive messaging. Hooked is based on Eyal’s years of research, consulting,
and practical experience. He wrote the book he wished had been available to him
as a start-up founder—not abstract theory, but a how-to guide for building better
products. Hooked is written for product managers, designers, marketers, start-up
founders, and anyone who seeks to understand how products influence our
behavior. Eyal provides readers with: • Practical insights to create user habits
that stick. • Actionable steps for building products people love. • Fascinating
examples from the iPhone to Twitter, Pinterest to the Bible App, and many other
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habit-forming products.
Argues that controlled breathing can help reduce stress, ease childbirth, lose
weight, lower blood pressure, control pain, and break habits
This book was previously titled, Be Excellent at Anything. The Way We're
Working Isn't Working is one of those rare books with the power to profoundly
transform the way we work and live. Demand is exceeding our capacity. The
ethic of "more, bigger, faster" exacts a series of silent but pernicious costs at
work, undermining our energy, focus, creativity, and passion. Nearly 75 percent
of employees around the world feel disengaged at work every day. The Way
We're Working Isn't Working offers a groundbreaking approach to reenergizing
our lives so we’re both more satisfied and more productive—on the job and off.
By integrating multidisciplinary findings from the science of high performance,
Tony Schwartz, coauthor of the #1 bestselling The Power of Full Engagement,
makes a persuasive case that we’re neglecting the four core needs that energize
great performance: sustainability (physical); security (emotional); self-expression
(mental); and significance (spiritual). Rather than running like computers at high
speeds for long periods, we’re at our best when we pulse rhythmically between
expending and regularly renewing energy across each of our four needs.
Organizations undermine sustainable high performance by forever seeking to get
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more out of their people. Instead they should seek systematically to meet their
four core needs so they’re freed, fueled, and inspired to bring the best of
themselves to work every day. Drawing on extensive work with an extra-ordinary
range of organizations, among them Google, Ford, Sony, Ernst & Young, Shell,
IBM, the Los Angeles Police Department, and the Cleveland Clinic, Schwartz
creates a road map for a new way of working. At the individual level, he explains
how we can build specific rituals into our daily schedules to balance intense effort
with regular renewal; offset emotionally draining experiences with practices that
fuel resilience; move between a narrow focus on urgent demands and more
strategic, creative thinking; and balance a short-term focus on immediate results
with a values-driven commitment to serving the greater good. At the
organizational level, he outlines new policies, practices, and cultural messages
that Schwartz’s client companies have adopted. The Way We're Working Isn't
Working offers individuals, leaders, and organizations a highly practical, proven
set of strategies to better manage the relentlessly rising demands we all face in
an increasingly complex world.
Sport Psychologist Dr. Jim Loehr and marketing consultant Peter Mclaughlin
outline techniques that can be used to achieve the mental toughness displayed
by professional athletes. They take these techniques--including visualization,
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motivation, performance ritual, breath control, and more--and demonstrate how
they can be effectively applied in the business world. Mental toughness allows
anyone to overcome stress, anger, fatigue, petty problems and workload so they
can accomplish their goals, unlock their boundless physical and mental energy
and be focused, relaxed and confident in the workplace. The techniques outlined
in this book allow anyone to hone their mental toughness and succeed in today's
tough business world.
In these tough economic times, everyone is expected to produce more with less.
This book shows you how to achieve this.
You are not broken. If you want to create a life you love, transform your reality,
and manifest miracles with ease, this book is for you. You don't have to "fix"
anything about yourself to do it. You don't have to think a certain way, heal your
past, clear your emotions, or embrace any specific belief system. It's time to
forget everything you know about the power of manifestation. Learn to connect to
the hidden field of information where your intuition, inner "instructions," and
natural genius are stored, remembering the powerful creator you already are.
Make changes at the highest level and transform your life like magic. A complete
system in a simple eight-week plan, this is the first and last book you will ever
need on manifestation, creation, or self-help. If you're ready to live a
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Superconscious life, get started today.
This book is an essential read for those wishing to develop their leadership skills.
Offers strategies for enabling sustainable high performance by systematically
investing in employee health and happiness, citing the vulnerabilities of common
business practices while offering examples of effective leadership.
Is your leadership a competitive advantage, or is it costing you? How do you
know? Are you developing your leadership effectiveness at the pace of change?
For most leaders today, complexity is outpacing their personal and collective
development. Most leaders are in over their heads, whether they know it or not.
The most successful organizations over time are the best led. While this has
always been true, today escalating global complexity puts leadership
effectiveness at a premium. Mastering Leadership involves developing the
effectiveness of leaders—individually and collectively—and turning that leadership
into a competitive advantage. This comprehensive roadmap for optimal
leadership features: Breakthrough research that connects increased leadership
effectiveness with enhanced business performance The first fully integrated
Universal Model of Leadership—one that integrates the best theory and research
in the fields of Leadership and Organizational Development over the last half
century A free, online self-assessment of your leadership, using the Leadership
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Circle Profile, visibly outlining how you are currently leading and how to develop
even greater effectiveness The five stages in the evolution of
leadership—Egocentric, Reactive, Creative, Integral, and Unitive—along with the
organizational structures and cultures that develop at each of these stages Six
leadership practices for evolving your leadership capability at a faster pace A
map of your optimal path to greater leadership effectiveness Case stories that
facilitate pragmatic application of this Leadership Development System to your
particular situation This timeless, authoritative text provides a systemic approach
for developing your senior leaders and the leadership system of your
organization. It does not recommend quick fixes, but argues that real
development requires a strategic, long-term, and integrated approach in order to
forge more effective leaders and enhanced business performance. Mastering
Leadership offers a developmental pathway to bring forth the highest and best
use of yourself, your life, and your leadership. By more meaningfully deploying all
of who you are every day, individually and collectively, you will achieve a
leadership legacy consistent with your highest aspirations.
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